[A relationship between a psychosomatic and a skin condition in patients with atopic dermatitis].
Atopic dermatitis (AD) has been clinically well-known to be frequently exacerbated by some psychosomatic stress. In this study, we examined a relationship between a psychosomatic and a skin condition in patients with AD. Visual analogue scale (VAS) for the grade of general physical condition, mental stress and others were reported daily for themselves, while skin physiological parameters, resident skin bacteria and a psychological questionnaire (POMS) were measured every 2 weeks. It was observed that tense-anxious and depressive scores of POMS tended to correlate with skin conductance, a skin clinical score and a number of total skin bacteria and others. These results suggest that changes of psychosomatic condition reciprocally correlate with the exacerbation and improvement of skin symptom in patients with AD.